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Sorrowing friends 'filled to capacity the large auditorium of
Memorial Methodist
Ogden
Church Sunday afternoon to pay
final tribute to the late Sam 0.
Catlett, who died following a
series of heart attacks, at his
home on Hopkinsville street,
last Thursday night.
Mr. Catlett was born in Princeton, a son of R. P. and Adele
Rucker Catlett: He married Miss
Dollie Crowder in 1909, who,
with a daughter, Mrs. Nancy
Solley, and three sons, Robert,
Charles and Reginald, and five
grandchildren, survives him. A
sister, Mrs. Robert R. Poston,
Louisville, also survives.
Sam Catlett began working
at The Leader when he was a
young boy and, becoming part
owner, was all his life a sincere
and loyal newspaper craftsman.
He Worked for some years for
the Illinois Central Railroad here
and was an employe of that company at his death. From 1936
until this year, he was district
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Washington In Wartime

How U. S. Air Control Is Expanding In Pacific

. Sam 0. Catlett

VAtVCHeAfKA

SAKHALIN

"The record of a generous life runs like
and
a vine around the memory 01 our dead,
every unselfish act is now a perfumed
flower."
This seems to be a fitting epitaph for Sam
Catlett, for most of his days and nights a
newspaperman who loved his craft first and
his fellow man next; and spent himself too
freely in giving aid, kindliness and hope to
otheis.
Thomas Hughes wrote: "Blessed are they
who have the gift of making friends, for it
is one of God's best gifts. It involves many
things but above all, the power of going out
of one's self and appreciating whatever is
good in another."
Evidence of Sam 'Catlett's gift for making
friends was abundant at the Methodist
Church Sunday afternoon, the edifice being
filled to capacity by those who had come to
pay a final tribute to a man who walked in
kindliness and forbearance all his days.
There is no way to measure the unnumbered acts of good will and kindness this
humble newspaperman performed for his
fellows throughout this community in 30
years of service at The Leader . . . except
in the homage paid him and his bereaved
family at the time of his passing; but this
should be forever a beneficent treasure in
the hearts of those who lived closest to
him as they realize, perhaps for the first
time, how many appreciated his tolerance
and his good will toward.all.

For years Sam Catlett was a loyal and
highly popular employe of the Illinois Central System here and among those who
mourn him most are his co-workers in the
roundhouse and yards, with whom he was
ever a prime faverite.
In his last years Mr. Catlett had rare opportunity to perform service of great and
lasting benefit to many among the less fortunate, in his capacity as a State parole'
agent; and the testimony of those with
whom he worked in an effort to help them
attain a better walk in life is another permanent memorial to the man who, understanding human frailty, was able to extend
a helping hand.
To one who has followed the Catletts here
at The Leader, the most striking thing about
their conduct of this newspaper, a factor in
the community's life for 80 years, was their
unlimited generosity to all, their gi eat
kindliness as manifested in the conduct of
the news and editorial columns of the publication. And in this, the brother of George,
Josh and "Miss Nannie" who has just departed was second to none.
And so, in writing "30" for our friend and
predecessor, in sorrow and with respect, we
are mindful of the humble request of one
who, observing in a vision the angel recording the deeds of men, requested his name
be inscribed on the scroll in these words: "I
pray thee then, write me as one who loved
men."

Scouting Shows Results
More than 350 business and professional
men of the nine dainties which comprise the
Western Kentucky Area Council, Boy Scouts
of America, are now actively engaged in
"Scouting" . . . which means in all the
various phases of work supporting and directing the Boy Scout movement.
This is at once a tribute to the high type
of citizenship of which it gives evidence and
to the impelling force of the organization
which has, since 1909. been a tremenduous
and rapidly growing influence in the development of better character among the
youth of the world.
Ministers, school men, lawyers, doctors,
oil dealers, governmental agency executives,
coal operators, top men of manufacturing
companies .. . old men and young men, all
busy with a multiplicity of war work in
addition to their increased labors and worries in connection with their regular affairs
due to war's pressure, are giving their time
and talents, with enthusiasm, to help make
Scouting available to more boys.
And results, within the last year, have
been amazing ... more proof that efficiency
is being applied to the task; for today there
are more than 1,100 Boy Scouts in the
Council and about 350 Cub Scouts, nearly

double the previous year's totals.
In the Three Rivers District, of which
Princeton is 'the center, five troops and one
Cub Pack are now actively functioning,
numbering 85 Scouts and 28 Cubs. Troops
are located, two at Princeton, one each at
Eddyville, Marion and Kuttawa. Another is
in process of formation at Fredonia.
A survey taken in Princeton early last
year showed almost 100 boys of Scout and
Cub ages were anxious to have an opportunity to joint in and be a part of the Scout
movernent It was because if this, largely,
that some of Princeton's most able and most
public spirited leaders joined whole-hearted:
ly in the work.
Many here know what Scouting does for
boys and are lending financial aid to spread
the movement ever farther so that more
of today's youngsters may have its great
benefits, especially in moral training.
The dividends will be large . . . out of
all proportion to the cash investment; for
after all, men such as those who are making
Scouting a'success in this area could not be
hired with paychecks or greenbacks to do
the sort of extra jobs they gladly perform
gratis for the deep personal satisfaction that
comes with a labor of love.

WHAT IT MEANS

Shifting Tide Of War Votes
By 'Herman R. Allen
Associated Press Features
Washington-Two questions, among others, are causing the politicians particular
worry these days,
1. How many soldiers will°vote?
2. How many away-from-home war workers will vote?
These two questions are important because President Roosevelt has always drawn
strong support from the younger population
brackets, which make up the bulk of labor
and the armed forces. If the President runs
for another term, the votes of these two
groups may tell the story.
The answers will not, of course, be known
until after Election Day, and any attempt to
forecast what part they will play in the returns is pretty much guess work. There are
too many considerations. The biggest is:
How many persons in these two groups will
be able to vote? And that is precisely the
one question nobody can answer.
Manpower commission officials say there
is no really accurate way to determine how
many war workers have moved into or out
of any state. Add to this the fact that voting requirements vary from state to state,

Henry Arrowood, writing in the CourierJournal, says "A majority of the Democrats
of the State are opposed to the kind of
politics their leaders and some of their legislators played last winter at Frankfort." Mr.
Arrowood is right, in one respect: A vast
majority of Kentucky's Democrats are opposed to the action of a few members of
the House which beat the budget bill . . .
blicause they vited with Governor Willis'
Republican block to defeat that measure.
There is no complaint with the manner in
which Senator Earle Clements and Speaker

and it can be seen how nearly impossible it
is to make any kind of an estimate of how
worker migration will affect the election.
This leaves the soldier-vote question.
Chances are that almost every serviceman
is away from home. Approximately onefourth of them are overseas or on the seas.
The rest undoubtedly are stationed far
enough away to require an absentee ballot
if not a federal ballot.
California has said it would accept the
federal ballot. Ohio and Illinois have said
they would not. Most of the other states are
still doubtful.
If substantial numbers of soldiers do not
vote, either because of lack of interest or
because they can't the chances are that the
election will reflect it. In last month's special election in the first congressional district
of Colorado, the Republican candidate won
with fewer votes than any defeated Republican candidate had polled in recent years.
This was interpreted by some analysts as a
direct result of a decreasing number of
voters, most of the decrease being represented by soldiers and sailors. It might be
repeated-or reversed-in various polls in
the general election this fall.

Harry L. Waterfield conducted their business, nor with the behavior of a large majority of the Democratic members of the
House and Senate. It is purely wishful
thinking on Mr. Arrowood's part (and that
of the Governor too if he thinks as does the
political writer) to believe Democratic members of the 1946 Legislature will let the
GOP Governor run things 100 percent for
the upbuilding of that party in Kentucky.
The best peacemaker is a' stout stick.French Proberb.
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American air forces in the Pacific as
Black line and plane symbols outline areas of control by
a Washington news conference by
defined on an official U. S. Navy map which was exhibited at
Japanese air control at height of Jan
Secretary Knox. Broken line represents limit of effective
indicate major U. S. offensives which have
offensives, as defined on a similar official map. Arrows
of the Marshalls and Gilberts, the
invasion
the
campaign,
Aleutians
back-the
shoved the Japanese
(AP Wirephoto).
Solearns drive, and the offensive in the New Guinea area.

-Odd But Scienc

Pennyrile PostscriptsB,G.m.p. Sulfa's Kin
Trees Fungus
Lexington has a "Parents Clinic"
to discuss problems arising among
juveniles and to attempt to solve
them. Knowing little of how this
clinic works, it appears a good idea.
Certainly our children of today's
world need every parental aid they
can get for their's is the very
tough job of running the nation tomorrow.

Thompson, accomplished
Kelly
publicist for Western State Teachers
College, has been commissioned a
lieutenant, j.g., in the U. S. Navy and
will report next week at Ft. Slocum,
N. Y., for indoctrination training. He
expects to be assigned to duty on an
airplane carrier. Kelly is lieutenant
governor of this district of Kiwanis
International and very popular here.
Quiet and unassuming Tom Simmons has just completed his chore
as chairman of the Red Cross War
Fund campaign which resulted in
the largest subscription to that organization ever collected here. His
report to Chapter Chairman John Ed
Young was the best of its kind ever
rendered here, should prove of great
value to the next citizen who draws
this arduous duty.
Tom was ideal choice for this job,
since he had a taste of Army life in
the capacity of a "limited service"
soldier . . certainly not the best
classification for happy experience
in the armed forces. He also knows
how to organize and conduct such a
campaign and, by his diligent, persistent work, inspires others to contribute of their time and talents in
a purposeful way, as is evidenced
by the result. Congratulations to Mr.
Simmons upon a patriotic civic performance of which we all are proud.
"Is Selective Service trying to
drive fathers crazy," asked an editorial in a big State daily last week,
following General Hershey's most
recent bombshell . . . which turned
out to be almost a complete dud.
Well, if the fathers had anything on
our draft board members last week
in trying to figure out what the
General wanted done with what remains of the almost vanished war
manpower here, they were in a
helluva fixl

Sentiment I have found among
men who already have been examined and accepted for service in the
armed forces is that they'd rather
GO when their time comes than be
continually upset, their arrangements
thrown askew, their families disturbed afresh by the too numerous
and very conflicting statements coming from Selective Service headquarters.

Of course there is another, and a
very important, angle: What individuals want or would prefer in the
emergency is of slight weight compared with what is best for the
general welfare. It is the latter which
our national leaders MUST keep foremost in all their considerations. 'And,
if some men are needed more on the
home front than in uniform, they
should, of 'ourse, stay here.
/It
Pennyriler has just read, with
much pleasure, the No. 1 issue of
"A Magazine of Pure Literature,"
LADIES' PEARL and ELECTRA,
published in May, 1885, by Annie E..
Wilson and Isabella M. Leyhorn, at
magazine came
Louisville. The
through the kindness of Henry
Keeney. -

Associated Press Features
Stamford, Conn.-A chemical which
is a near relative of the sulfa drugs
is being injected into New England
trees to stop a fungus disease called
bleeding canker.
Where a human being would get
a quick shot via a needle, the tree
has a small, three-inch-deep hole
bored into its wood, and to .that is
attached a pine bottle via rubber
tube. Somewhat slowly the medicine
is then absorbed by the tree.
The remedy was developed at the
Bartlett Tree Research Laboratories
here. It was tried on 822 trees in
New England and the middle Atlantic states. The disease usually
kills a tree. Growth of trees was
faster while under treatment than
with the disease and no treatment.
Bleeding canker attacks especially
Norway, sycamore, red and silver
maples. Beeches, five species of oak
and elms, birches and lindens have
also been found infected by this
disease.

FIRST NATIONAL BAN
Of Princeton 'n the State of Kentucky, at the close of business on April 13, 1944, published in response
to call made by Comptroller of the Currency,
under Section 5211, U.S. Revised
Statutes.

Railroads, patent medicines, other
magazines, dentists and baby foods
were advertised in the magazine,
which sought to build circulation by
giving Singer sewing machines as
premiums to solicitors. One advertisement, from the famous Keeley
Company, of Dwight, Ill., offered to
"Cure Opium and Whisky habits
with Double Chloride of Gold."

ASSETS
I. Loans and discounts (including $380.42 overdrafts)_$ 367,750.70
2. United States Government obligations, direct and
1,227,500.00
guaranteed
123,000.00
3. Obligations of States and political subdivisions
89,748.10
4. Other bonds, notes, and debentures
5. Corporate stocks (including $4,500.00 stock of Fed4,500.00
eral Reserve bank)
6. Cash, balances with other banks, including reserve
719,967.70
balance, and cash items in process of collection
7. Bank premises owned $11,000.00, furniture and fix14,000.00
tures $3,000.00
01.43
11. Other assets

Readers needed far better mastery
of English than do those of today's
magazines . . . or else, spent much
time with their dictionaries when
they perused the Ladies' Pearl and
Electra.

12.

"You don't pick a friend because
of his race or religion," one blueeyed youngster said excitedly. "A
friend is a friend. And if we're going to avoid war, children all over
the world have to understand each
other. Everybody's going to be
neighbors."
Dorothy Gordon, the song and
story lady of radio fame, began these
youth panels last year after she too
became convinced that children were
the world's hope. Miss Gordon, a
pioneer in children's radio programs,
returned to the United States several
years ago with the results of an extensive survey of children's program
broadcasting abroad, a horrified
picture of children in Nazi-held
lands, and a firm conviction that
something had to be done to educatetoday America's citizens of tomorrow.

14,
You Don't Say:
The planet Mercury makes a complete revolution of the sun in 88
days.
Riders for the Pony Express were
expected to cover 75 miles in one
day.
The skin of the abdomen has twice
the elasticity of skin on the back.
Omar Khayyam was an astronomer
and mathematician as well as a poet.
Damming a river to flood the path
of of an enemy is a weapon as old
as militac y strategy itself.

$2,546,557.93

Total Assets
•

LIABILITIES
13. Demand deposits of individuals, partnerships, and
$1,789,495.80
corporations
14. Time deposits of Individuals, partnerships, and cor387.828.61
porations
15. Deposits of United States Government Itincludine
136,789.00
postal savings)
54.793.84
16. Deposits of States and political subdivisions 4,193.80
18. Other deposits (certified and cashier's cheeks, etc.)_
19.
Total Deposits
$2,373,101.05
20. Bills payable, rediscounts, and other liabilities for
Nor.,
borrowed money
23. Other liabilities

Young America Speaks
Associated Press Features
The speaker wagged his pencil for,
emphasis. "Only by complete and
absolute democracy," he said firmly,
"can we avoid future wars."
He sounded like a professor of
social sciences-except that most professors are a little older than 13,
and don't generally make speeches
with hunks of gooey chocolate in
their mouths. Nine other boys and
girls between the ages of 9 and 14
were similarly chewing away, while
they discussed "What The War
Means To Me" in a warm-up session
for a unique round-table forum for
youngsters originated by Dorothy
Gordon, moderator of Youth Panels
for the New York Times.
The youngsters 'Adhered around
the conference table were a sample
spoonful from New York's melting
pot, elected by their school chums
to present them at a free-for-all
forum in which an audience of ROO
other children would also participate.
The boys and girls were eager, interested and excited-hands flew•up,
they interrupted each other and got
pretty violent in the best grownup
fashion as democracy was defined,
argued, then redefined, and quertions
of discrimination and prejudice
Ironed out.
Prejudice, they decided, was passed
on from parent to children. "'The
problem," one pink-cheeked 10year-old said sagely, "is how to untneluence the children from the influence of their parents."

Jack
S eiss
nintt
Associate Prt
Features
Washington--Secretai y or
Cordell Hull may have niade gr,
isonlong
e on . Iitira
n
speeches in
recent
U.
than
policy, but none more dramate
more politically significant.
ageing white-haired se..
en:i:eiass
sat in the regular newscasting
nrgoafdron tin
ib
broadcasting
uamn
a geosli
Columbia
in Hthee w
suffering
showed he didn't feel well, He
audience in the studio was a har
of state department assistants,
eluding Michael J. McDermott.
dgne, and se,
inartiio
r.m
director of infosk
lowingradio
sat alert Ass::.
Secretary
i heneiBlcbfiro
s
o
rne line with his
sew
At hteic
a copy of the speech. There 'a.:
microphone before him, too,
for the time being but ready
snapped on in a flash, should
Hull's voice leave him or he bet
il ptoercosonantincuaen.
tooFeiw
realize the it
of a 42-minute, unbreken
speech. There aren't many
experienced actors who could has
it without corning to the end
)dd.r
ha te
a
Secretary Hull, at his best, iss s
good radio speaker. He hat trour.
with his esses. He • cannot cons.over the air the fire and force
displays in talking to small
But if there is any one interested 4
our foreign policy or our poll'
who, through the absence of e
force, failed to grasp the full
cance of it, he better get a copy
start studying.
I'm going to discuss the poli ,
importance of it here on the ho
front and on the coming elections
Within 24 hours, many observe.
were saying that he had written e
foreign policy plant for the Dee
cratic convention in Chicago in
In part they can't be wrong. Cont.:;
'events may change some details, !..
if President Roosevelt is nomin..!,,
for a fourth term, then it certa.s.,:
Democratic foreign--rci,
plank.
In view of that, the specific
he clarified are vitally impo
Some of them were:
His positive declaration that
could not recognize DeGaulle's C mittee for National Liberation as
government of France, unless a f7•
French people by democratic pro,:s
decreed it so.
That Congress should and is h.
by invited to lend bi-partisan
working out the details of our fort.,
policy.

Reserve District No. 8
Charter No. 3064
REPORT OF CONDITION OF THE

As literature, it is certainly pure.
It also is typographically aS near
perfect as anything of the sort could
be. It's verbiage is splendid if a little
stilted, according to modern standards; and withal, it gives the reader
pause as he contemplates how
markedly today's periodicals differ
in text and tone.

24
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ursdaY, A

Total Liabilities

$2,373.133.25

CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
25. Capital Stock:
Common stock, total par
26. Surplus
27. Undivided profits
28. Reserves

$

29.

Total Capital Accounts

$ 173,424 68

30.

Total Liabilities and Capital Acehunts

$2,546.557.93

75,000.00
75,000.00
15,424 68
8,000.0

MEMORANDA
31. Pledged assets (and securities loaned) (book value):
(a) United States Government obligations, direct
and guaranteed, pledged to secure deposits Lied
other liabilities
-$ 230,000 00
(b) Other assets pledged to secure deposits and other liabilities (including notes arid bills rediscounted and securities sold under repurchase
8.000.00
agreement)
(e)

238.000 00

Total

32. Secured liabilities:
(a) Deposits secured by pledged assets pursuant
to requirements of law
$ 163,1521 95
(d)

$ 163,621 95

Total

STATE OF KENTUCKY,
COUNTY OF CALDWELL,
we
I, J. W. Myers, cashier of the above-named bank, do solemnlv
swear that the above statement is true to the best of my knowledge
and belief.
J. W. MYERS, Cashier.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 17th day of April.
1044
DIXIE L()IS JACOB, Notary Public
My Commission Expires May 24, 1248
CORRECP-A Hest:
SAM KOLTINSK Y,
GLENN E. FARMER.
HENRY SEVISON. Directors
11.1N1.16
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F. Graham
, week in this , column we
for contour
out reasons
ion. This week we are
information on how to
contour cultivation. It
tliought that every farmtake these instructions
guide lines
,ke out perfect
tries. Our
iist time he
acquaint you
o are to
encourai practice, and to
ager participation. The
„face is making plans to
, trained person available
-ors who make application
contour planting practice,
lines,
. out contour guide
-,i of this service to be
ny the applicant.
To Practice
TRIPLETS MEET QUADRUPLETS
-Two mothers and their seven
.:tour Cultivation
quadruplets, born March 29. The left-to-right on the babies in
babies presented this unusual
this exclusive picture taken by the New York Daily News is as
oyjng Equipment. In ord- York as Mrs. Muriel Bachant scene in Sloane hospital in New
(left)
and
her
triplets,
born
March
follows:
Nancy Sue, Janet Lee and Naren Ann Bachant; Elaine,
.,: contour cultivation may 30, had their picture taken alongside Mrs. Harry Zarief and her
Benjamin Watson, Isadora and Ellen Zarief. (AP Wirephoto).
o effective in controlling
guide tows should be
and labor will be shifted to toailed which are true conbacco. Also, during the winter,
inexpensive
farm
nes. An
many of the canning factory folk
telescope or a surNews representing lives, hopes, dreams and
ambitions of those By John S. Gardner, Kentucky found more remunerative emlevel, and target rod who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county alCollege of Agriculture and
most 40 years
ployment in munitions factories.
,,st convenient for estab- of Twice-A- ago and recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files
Home Economics
Week Leader of those years will be published as
levelOther
row.
a
guide
With crop acreage reduced and
o
regular Leader feature. The articles are reproduced just as
the
a vices may be used but Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote
Crying "wolf, wolf" when factory personnel scarce, it is inless accurate and require
there is no wolf Is bad form and evitable that there will be less
tine.
bad thinking, and this column canned food next winter.
Stake Out a Contour Row.
Princeton, Ky., July 9, 1920. At Misses Marvel and Lucille Raney, certainly has
There is the other side, which
no wish to indulge
small field with a uniform a business meeting at
the Bap- of Mississippi, Alma Downing, of in either. But, perhaps there is a is this. The demands of our
one guide row usually is tist
fighting forces this year are inChurch last Wednesday night Washington, D. C., and Grace wolf at least on the horizon.
ht. In fields of less uni- L. Eugene
Lately, there have been notices creased. So are those for lend
Jones, son of Mr. and Thompkins,
guide
one
than
of South Carolina,
.,pe, more
about ration point reduction on ease; for, as the crisis approachMrs. Wylie Jones, was licensed to
be required. One guide
who are visiting in the city.
certain of the canned vegetables ed, the Allies get Into progress
preach, and a vote of thanks was
.:1 serve all that part of
• • •
and their complete dropping on ively poorer position as to
extended to Edwin Givens for
where rows planted parhis work in training the members'Princeton, Ky. August 20, 1920. others. This is explained by the raising their food, and the numit will be approximately of the
choir while on his visit Frank G. Wood entertained the "huge amounts of armed forces' ber of liberated peoples to be
The steps to be taken in
fed will increase.
here.
preachers connected with the ear-marked vegetable contracts
guide
row
with a
out a
These demands will be met,
• • •
being returned to the civilian
Community
Meeting
at
dinner
:0 as follows:
Princeton,Ky. August 6, 1920. yesterday. In the absence of Rev. market." But, this is merely a and they will be met first, for
olect a point where the
Mrs. M. R. Kevil has returned A. D. Litchfield, Walter Towery normal "liquidation" of food that this is just and right. What is
, the average for that part
from a five weeks' visit to her filled his place at the table, laden can not be held indefinitely; can- left wilt go to the civilians, and
held and set a stake to
brother, Captain Frank Lyon, with good eats. All present. en- ned vegetables are at their best what is left may be skimpy. So,
the starting point of the
only a season. This liquidation, perhaps, there's a wolf after all,
at Newport, R. I.
joyed themselves immensely.
row.
however, will leave the nation's not the wolf of famine, but cer• • •
•
•
•
a
Set the level at aPProxi- a Princeton,
tainly that of restricted eating,
Ky. August 6, 1920. 'Princeton, Ky. August 20, 1920. cupboard bare.
the same elevation as
Now, tobacco was an extreme- unless our somewhat too-sangArch Walker left in his automo- Mrs. J. R. Catlett entertained
starting point and some 300
bile for a two week's visit to very pleasantly in honor of her ly attractive crop in 1943; it will uine Victory gardeners of last
in the direction the row is
relatives and friends in Lan- neices, Misses Rosemary Haun, be no less so this year.. In fact, year who meant to quit, resume,
te staked.
and have this year's gardens
caster, Ky.
of Little Rock, Ark., and Tressie there are signs that some of last
Level the telescope.
year's canning vegetable land even better than those of 1943.
Johnston,
of
Royse
•
City,
•
•
Texas,
With the rod at the startIn fact, 2,000,000 new gardenPrinceton, Ky., Aug. 6, 1920— Thursday evening of last week,
Princeton, Ky. September 7, 1920. ers need to join this home front
Paint, adjust the target on Miss Katharine
Garrett is spen- the occasion being a theatre parMisses Katharine Hodge and army, to make the situation safe,
rod.so that the center of the
ding the summer with her aunt, ty -at the Savoy. After the theacoincides with the horiEleanor Aker left Saturday for and as many more to take the
Mrs. John E. Osborne of Raw- tre the party of young ladies
Smithland, Ky., where they will places of those lost from last
cross hair of the telescope.
lins, Wyoming.
were treated to an ice and cake teach
the ensuing term. Miss year's 18,000,000 Victory gardenMove the rod forward 50
Course at Hollowell's Drug Store. Hodge
• • •
will teach History and ers, lost because of their having
in the direction of the row
Princeton, Ky., Aug. 13, 1920— Those composing the little party
Latin, while Miss Aker will gone into the services or into
locate a point on the slope
Mrs. L. G. Cox has returned were: Misses Rosemary Haun, teach
French and English.
the center of the target
other part of the war effort.
from a five weeks visit to Wash- Little Rock Ark.; Tressie John• • •
coincides with the horiThis is "total war"; every Amerington, New York, Philadelphia ston, Royse City; Texas; Thelma
Princeton, Ky. September, 7, ican should be somewhere "encross hair.
and other points.
Denham, Denver, Colo.; Rebecca 1920. Mr. and
Mark this point with a
Mrs. R. M. Pool listed." There can be no lettingHollingsworth, Minnie Lester, and son and daughter,
• • •
and locate other points 50
Monroe down, now that the fruition of
Princeton, Ky. August 13, 1920. Dorothy Mayes, Mary Florence and
Mildred, left Sunday after- all our hopes seems in a fair
apart in the same way.
Misses Ruth and Attie Litch- McLin, Grace
Pepper, Susie noon on a motor trip to Nash- way to being
If it becomes necessary to
realized.
field will entertain at their home Stevens, Rose Emma Koltins,ky ville and
other points in Tennesthe instrument, hold the
205 S. Jefferson Street from 6 to and Bernice McCaslin.
see.
at the last point that has
Everybody Reads The Leader
7 'o'clock this evening in honor of
located and move the level
a new position on the key cant space between the
two
plantings with short rows. Locate
Adjust the target on the other guide rows in the same
the same as was done when manner and continue the procedIns was started,and continue ure until the entire field is
the same manner as at the planted.
until the row is snaked
If guide rows are established
the field.
for the preparation of a seed bed,
liar With a Guide Row
a permanent contour line may be
first row, or guide row, is established by back-furrowing
out on the line staked. Other to the line of stakes, thus estabare made parallel to it on lishing a permanent line which
sides until they cease to may be used as a guide when
level Locate a second guide the field is planted.
where the slope is average
For further information, conthat part of the field not yet sult your county agent, or write
, and continue planting the Depaotment of Agricultural
the row until the first Engineering, Experiment Station,
t is reached. Fill in va- Lexington, Kentucky.

News From The Past

THE GARDEN

Willard Price has, quite likely,
as few illusions about the Japanese as any practicing writer,
although he is more understanding than most. He really knows
the enemy, and his usefulness to
the United Nations at present is
founded on the fact that he is
one of very few white men to
have visited Micronesia in the last
few years, without suffering a
"mysterious" death.
Through a combination of Japanese trickery, naivete on our
curtained off a great share of
the victorious powers at Versailles, Japan was handed Micronesia. Japan promised not to fortify them, and did so. She thus
curtained off a great share of
Asia from the United States,
placed herself athwart the route
north from Australia, and will
cost us many thousands of lives
and many billions of dollars. She
not only secured a defensive system without which she could,
Mr. Price points out, dream of
Pacific conquest; she at once
and successfully began commercial explotiation, and used Micronesia as a base for infiltration of
Mindanao and Celebes. The subsidized ship lines which served
Micronesia were forced to include stops at Davo and at
Menado on Celebes as well, and
fares to these points were conveniently cut in half.
Blandly, Mr. Price maneuvered
the Japs into allowing him to
circle their possession of Jap-

anese ships. He and his wife were
supposed to be naturalists, as
actually they were. At each stop
the Japs conveniently tipped
them off td the place where air

just the same. The Prices did not
always succeed in seeing them,
either, but fiy careful, casual
questioning of natives, they
found out a surprising number

fields and fortifications were be- of things.
ing built by insisting that nothing
important was in those places,
14)5 Angeles was once an Inbut that they could not be seen dian village called Yang-na.

REV. ALLISON REGAINS
21 LBS. TAKING RETONGA
Had Lost 25 Lbs. And Felt
So Run Down He Often
Had To Cut His Sermons
Short. Tells Happy Experience.
"I believe in giving credit
where due, and Retonga surely
deserves the credit for my feeling better than I have in several
years," declares Rev. Phillip P.
Allison, Commander in Chief of
the United Rescue Workers, Inc.,
U.S.A., who resides at 467 Chestnut St., Nashville, Tenn. Rev.
Allison is a veteran of World
War I. Discussing his happy experience with Retonga, he gratefully stated:
"I felt so badly rundown that
I. often had to cut my sermons
short. My appetite was gone, I
slept poorly and woke up in
the morning feeling tired out. I
had to resort to very strong
laxatives continually, and I felt
full of toxic poisons. My complexion was yellowish, I was
twenty-five pounds underweight,
and I seemed to be going down
hill every day.
"Retonga gave me the relief I
so badly needed. I sleep sound-

Rev. Phillip P. Allison
ly, I have a fine appetite, and
have regained twenty-one pounds.
The sluggish elimination is relieved, my skin now has a
healthy color. I can work all
day and never seem to get tired.
My gratitude to Retonga is unbounded."
Retonga is intended to relieve
distress due to Vitamin B-1 deficiency, constipation, insufficient
flow of digestive juices in the
stomach, and loss of appetite. Accept no substitute. Retonga may
be obtained at Dawson's Drug
Store. —( Adv.)

Tops in Summer Charm!

BLOUSE BEAUTIES
$2.98
Fine rayon crepe and rayon sheers
in shirtwaist, tucked-front, bowtie, ruffled designs for A.M. or
P.M.

MAN-TAILORED SHIRTS
$2.29
Sunny solids, giant florals or
dots of rayon crepe or spun.

MEN'S

$ 367,750.70
1,227,500.00
123.000.00
89,748.10
4,500.00
719,967.70
14,000.00
91.43 ,
$2,546,557.93

HY-TEST

SAFETY-SHOE

$1,789,49N.80
387,828.61

LEATHER MIDDLE SOLE

136,789.00
54,793 84
4,193.80
_None

FOR
32.20

ALL SIZES 6 to 12

$2,373.133.25

kEVER

TEAIWW§Er

Switch-About Basics for Summer

GRACEFUL SKIRTS

$

173,424.68

Printed Rayon Jersey,
Gored or TrouserStitched Designs

3.98

Muted Pastel Plaids
and All-Round
Pleated Spun Rayons

2.98

Tropical Print
Dirndls—Gored or
Pleated Styles

1.98

$2,546,557.93
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GOLDNAMER'S

Invest your No.18 Shoe Stamp in this
good,Serviceable Shoe

Basis for a refreshing and ever new-looking summer

wardrobe

that will take you everywhere
from

Finkers Fair Store

K.P. duty

to

date-time

glamour. Needle-nartrow gored or
pleated styles, swishing dirndls,
new

trouser-stitched types. Of

wonderfully cool fabrics—in sunny colors.

Thursday, A_pril 20 1;
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Plan To Quadruple
Tomato Planting

Methodist Youth
Here This Week

Mtn ray, Ky. — Tomato acreage
in this area will be quadrupled
this spring, W. H. Brooks, president of the Calloway County
Vegetable Growers Asscatiation,
said Saturday at a meeting of
the association's directors, corninercial buyers and representatives of the state department of
agriculture.
Last year the growers association sold $25,000 worth of green
wrapped tomatoes which they
produced on 65 acres. This year
farmers plan to plant tomatoes
on about 400 acres, Brooks re-

Fellowship Institute Will
Be Held At Ogden
Memorial Church
Between 75 and 100 young
persons are expected to arrive
Friday afternoon to attend the
District Methodist Youth Fellowship Institute at Ogden Memorial Methodist Church, the Rev.
E. S. Denton said this week.
The Institute will open with
a dinner at the church at 6
o'clock Friday night. The program will start with a worship
service at 7, in charge of Princeton young people. Classes and
recreation will follow on the
evening program. The Institute
will open Saturday morning at
nine o'clock and run through
the day and night.
Visiting and local young people
will have a part in the Sunday
service Sunday
School and
morning. Dr. W. Ii Munday will
be the speaker Sunday morning
and the service will close with
the Sacrament of the Lord's
Supper.
Instructors for the Institute
will be: Miss Hattie Tinsley,
Louisville; Dr. and Mrs. W. I.
Munday, Hopkinsville; Rev. H.
R. Short, Louisville; Miss Helen
Parish, Madisonville; Miss Martha Prescott, Central City, and
Mrs. 0. N. Hoskinson, Elkton.
Princetonians make up the following committees: Transportalion, Myrtle Grace Talley, Dorothy Griffith,'Gray Satterfield,
and William Mays; Flowers, Mrs.
Fred Pickering and Mrs. W. L.
Davis; Publicity, Virginia Bowie
Satterfield; Decoration, Mrs. Otho
Towery; Homes, Mrs. Thomas
Amos; Meals, Mrs. Frank Wylie
and Mrs. Grace Pepper; Banquet,
Mrs. C. H. Jaggers and Mrs.
Thomas Amos; Worship, Mrs:
Otho Towery, Mrs. Thomas Amos
and Mrs. Kate McBride; Registrar, Dorothy Jones.
Delegates will be entertained
in the homes of Princeton.

Synthetic Rubber
May Stymie Brazil
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Support Price For
Potatoes Is $2.25

TOPS IN STYLE & QUALITY

Plus These Swell Shorts!
COMMUNITY SE%
OUR ALASKAN FRONTIER
In the Newsreel!
OFFICIAL' PICTURES ON NAVAL RAID ON TRUK
SPECTACULAR SCENES OF DEADLOCK IN ITALY

TUESDAY ONLY

1 DAY!

SHEILA RAN
BARTON MacLANE
ARLINE JUDGE

We are featuring Curlee Suits for Spring in a complete ran& of models, styles and sizes and in the
season's newest and smartest fabrics and patterns.
Come in and see them. You are sure to find just
the suits you need to complete your Spring wardrobe.
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ALSO THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISED LINES

Arrow Shirts
Arrow Ties
Hickok Belts

Goldnamer's
"Princeton's Pinest
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, They knew Wøvto..UIiand Love
1 and Face High Adventure Together!

Another-Hit by M-G-M!

75c
ROLL

SPECIAL
Economy

Group

4c to 15c

Confusion
Of A
NUTSY SPY

Chapter Nine

COAST GUARD

LATE SHOW

SATURDAY
Starting 10 P. M.

VAN JOHNSON
WARD BOND
JAMES GLEASON
LIONEL BARRYMORt
BARRY NELSON
E STHER WILLIAM'

_liven' Jacks and Jills on the Loose!
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Come Before 9:00 — See Both Shows For One Price!
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...filmed in Ow cities ...in the homes...in
the factories...and at the blazing
Russian Front!
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Dr. Hallie C. Watt

Here are the wallpapers that
guarantee charm and beauty
for your home. Her. are pat.'
tems created by the world's
greatest designen—laboratory
tested for quality and accuracy
—the finest creatiols of the finest monufacturers—perfecreoe
sembles and companions" for
your home. See Stylus Wallpapers by IS(.,) hero.
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(right), of Crystal
SETS NEW SWIM RECORD—Ann Curtis American
mark for
Palace Plunge. San Francisco, bettered her National A. A. U.
440-yard free style in finals of the women's
Calif. Her time
senior swimming and diving meet at Oakland.
With Miss Curtis is
was 5:21.7, and her previous record. 5:27.8. who was second in
Joan Fogle, Riviera Club, Indianapolis, Ind.,
440-yard. (AP Wirephoto).
state, and its residents, as usual,
tells spectaPolitics Invade
THE TORNADO STOPPED HIM—A. E. Barfield, 56. trailer
from
will be denied the right to vote.
and
automobile
tors how a deadly tornado blew his
Hawaii
at
home
his
Voteless
from
traveled
he
as
Ga.,
Royston,
Nevertheless, party leaders on
a highway near
rests beside
(Associated Press Features)
Greenville, S. C., toward Panama City. Fla. The car
mainland can't sleep nights
the
injured.
were
family
his
a demolished home. Five members of
Honolulu—Hawaiians, who for dreaming about the vote' in
(AP Wirephoto).
have never cast a ballot for a U. the island. The ballots of thoussoldiers, and
Fewer Horses
S. Presidential campaign in his- ands of non-resident
marines.
Democratic
both
As
fall
this
tory
Year
For 29th
WHEREAS a petition, signed
and Republican parties consider
New York—(JP)—The supply of
The first life boats were deby a majority of the abutting
establishment of campaign headhorse on farms declined during
Street,
Brown
at the end of the 18th cenof
signed
owners
property
Details of W.F.A. price sup- quarters here.
1943 for the 29th consecutive year
City
the
with
tury.
filed
a
not
been
has
Hawaii is a territory,
port program for Irish potatoes
according to a national survey.
Council requesting that the name
were announced this week by
The number dropped from 9,675,
to
change
of Brown Street be
the State committee of the Agri000 head in 1942 to 9,330,000 at
the name of McGoodwin Avenue;
cultural Adjustment Agency
the beginning of 1944. The peak
and
M. D. Royse.
year was 1915 with 21,431,000.
was through Chairman
petition
said
WHEREAS
Prices on Intermediate Irish
Mules on farms slumped from
meeting
open
in
read
and
potatoes grown in Kentucky will
3,704,000 in 1942 to 3,559,000 last filed
on the 10th day of April, 1944, be supported by purchase and
year the 19th consecutive annual
Twisting lives and loves
been
have
and no objections
other arrangements for diverting
decline. Mule population was
. . . wrecking hopes and
body; now, therethis
to
made
dehydrators
5,918,000.
potatoes to canners,
highest in 1925 with
'homes . . . bringing you
fore,
processors. The price
drama, excitement and
THAT the and other
ORDAINED
IT
BE
supporting methods do not inThe Chinese probably first used
thrills you have seldom
running East
street
the
of
name
clude price supporting contracts
gas for lighting by piping natural
expel ienced!
and West between North Jefferdealers or distribupotato
with
gas in bamboo tubes from salt
son Street and Madisonville
crops.
1943
the
for
used
as
tors,
mines.
Street and heretofore known as
Irish potatoes grown in KenBrown Street be and the same
will be supported at $2.35
tucky
is now changed to Mc-Goodwin
for U. S. No. 1 grade in
cwt.
a
Avenue and by which it shall
new bags, sacked and loaded
be henceforth known.
f.o.b, carrier in carlots. The
Duly adopted this the 17th day
support price will be effective
1944.
of April,
for 25 days, starting not earlier
Mayor
CASH,
DR. W. L.
than June 15, and not later than
Attest:
July 5. Actual returns to proGarland Quisenberry, City Clerk.
ducers may be less than the
stipulated support price where
Missing Kelly Went
grades are not-- U.S._ No. 1 and
where local charges are obligated
With Combat Team
e regulaBougainville (iP)—Marines tsf to meet support-pric
said.
the communications section were tions, Mr. Royce
asking if anyone here had seen
Kelley after the hit the beach Good Dairy Herds
with the invasion forces.
Double Production
Pyt. First Class Tomas E. Kelly
Dairy herd improvement assoformer Farmington, Minn., teleciation cows in Kentucky last year
phone employe; was supposed to
produced an average of 331
be manning a field telephone from
pounds a butterfat and 7,580
but
force,
assault
to
the
the beach
pounds of milk. Government rethey couldn't find him anywhere.
cords show that the average
Meanwhile, a combat team was
Kentucky farm cow produces 3,
enjoying the service of a "guest"
550 pounds of milk in a year.
Marine who helped clean out a
pillbox, killed a brace of Japs,
Plus These Short Units!
Approximately a third of the
and then carried a vital message
"Hunting The Devil Cat"
tobacco grown in Anderson
to a mortar battery.
county this year will be Ky. 41A.
Ranch Buckaroo"
"Dude
Close scrutiny showed the
Louisiana is known as the
"guest" of the combat team was
e News
Movieton
Fox
Pelican state.
communications' missing phone
man.
Explained Kelly to his commanding officer: "We couldn't use
SATURDAY—OPEN AT 11:45 A. M.
the phone right away. I didn't
have anything to do, so I took off
OPTOMETRIST
with the combat team."
E. Main St.
Phone 250
Everybody Reads The Leader

If you are one of those discriminating men who demands real value as well as style in the clothes you
buy—don't miss the new Curlee Suits for Spring.
We believe you will like everything about these
smartly tailored suits—the comfortable, easy fit
and drape, the modern masculine styling, the quality of the materials and the obvious care which has
gone into the workmanship to insure long wear and
lasting good looks.

at a
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--- and

ported.
A average price paid for the
crop here last year was $3.40 a
bushel, with prices as high as $7
a bushel.
Tomato growers in Calloway,
Trigg and Graves counties are included in the association. Marketing problems were discussed at
the meeting.
Among those taking part were
William McKinley Smith, Louisville; Rabh Backstrom, St. Paul
Minn.; D. M. Marvin, Paducah;
Ivan Jett, Georgetown; A. C.
Berry, Frankfort; Harry McClain
Dukedom, Tenn.; Q. T. Guier;
Rudy Hendon, Hazel; C. H. Thurmond and Brooks, of Murray.
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Nuptial Parties For
Christine wood
Lss Christine Wood, daughWood,
of Mr. and Mrs. C. M.
s marriage to Lieutenant
D. Graham, U. S.
Air Corps, will be solemn. xt Saturday, April 22, at
Hopkinsville Street,
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Giving Heaven A Hand
With Poor Working Girls

Personals
Mr. and Mrs. Randolph Hutchinson and daughter, Mida Roe,
of Henderson, spent last weekend with his mother, Mrs. Ora
libitchinson and other relatives

Mr. and Mrs. Albert Marvin
Dalton, Princeton, Route 2, on
the birth of a son, William Lou
ard, April 13.
• • •

San Francisco (FP)—The Young
Women's Christian Association
has opened "the Yoft," a cornmodio us bring-your-own-lunch
room in the financial district for
the white-collar working girl,

here.

• • •
Mrs. William H. Solley,

Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Williamson, North Harrison street, on
the birth of a daughter, Barbara
Jane, April 6.
• • •

Soap Smoke Kits

of
Athens, Georgia, will leave this
week-end, after being called
here on account of the death of
her father, Sam 0. Catlett.
• • •

Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Willis Egbert, Claxton, on the birth of a
daughter, William Lois, April 6

Mr. and Mrs. Charles
and daughter, Judy, of
Line, Mich., attended the
of his father, Sam 0.
here Sunday.
'
• • •

Princeton Girls
chosen Choir Members
Mies Jean Jarvis and Allic
Butler, Princeton girls, employ- .
ed in Washington, D. C., were
chosen to sing in the large choir
at Fort Lincoln Cemetery in
Washington at the Easter Sunrise
Service. This choir, one of the
finest in the country, is under
the direction of Dr. Harwood
Hall. Miss Jarvis was accepted
as a member in February and
Miss Butler, in March.

Cape Gloucester, New Britain
—(°)—Marines in the south PacFIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
ific jungles have solved the proCharles P. Brooks, Minister
blem of keeping cigarettes dry by
Bible School, 9:45.
using ordinary two-part soap
Morning worship, 11:00.
trays. A soap tray is large enough
Evening worship, 7:00.
to accommodate matches, a pack
Midweek service, 7:00.
Choir rehearsal Wednesday of cigarettes and a snapshot of
the girl friend.
night 7:45.
-

Catlett
Center
funeral
Catlett,

Mr. and Mrs. Willard Moore
and daughter, Vivian Claire, of
Paducah, spent last week-end
with relatives here.
• • •
•
Mrs. Gayle Pettit left Monday
afternoon for New Orleans, La.,
where she will spent a two
weeks' vacation with her sisters.
Mrs. Nettie G. Feeney and Mrs.
Mary G. Newlove.
• • •

war
generally overlooked in
worker benefits.
Gaily decorated in chintz, "the
Loft" provides a cafeteria where
sandwiches can be purchased at
cost, three private dining rooms
for box-lunch parties, game and
lounge rooms. The first day
brought 6,700 customers.

IlIR FIANCE WON CONGRESSIONAL MEDAL OF HONOR—
Siracuse (above), at her home in Meshoppen. Pa.,
ROSC
MINS
studies newspaper clippings detailing the exploits of her fiance,
Second Lt. Ernest Childers, American Indian of Broken Arrow,
Okla. Lt. Childers, shown in portrait on table (right), was awarded the Congressional Medal of Honor by Lt. Gen. Jacob L.
Devers, Commander of American forces in the Mediterranean
theater, at Allied headquarters in Naples. (AP Wirephoto).

GS0 Elects

At The Churches

Mrs. Ray Franz returned to New Officers
MEMORIAL
her home in Lincoln, Nebraska
A meeting of GS° members, OGDEN
last Thursday, after visiting her led by Mrs. J. H. Calloway, METHODIST
Circle No. 2 of the Women's
E. S. Denton, Pastor
mother, Mrs. Laban Kevil, who
chairman, was held at the local
Society of Christian Service, of
Friday, 7 P.M. Opening of Disbeen quite ill.
has
USO center, Monday night, trict Youth Fellowship Institute.
• • •
• Tuesday evening, she was the Ogden Memorial Methodist
Saturday, 9 A.M. to 10:30 P.M.
.! a one o'clocl; luncheon Church, met Monday, April 17,
Miss Dorothy Nabb, of Clarks- April 17. Officers appointed by
:.y Mrs. R. S. Gregory at at the home of Mrs. Howard
ville, Tenn., recently visited her the nominating committee, Rob- Youth Institute.
on Hopkinsville street. Bennett on Maple Avenue.
Sunday, 9:45 A.M. Sunday
mother, Mrs. Guy Nabb, and bie Lou Hobgood and Cleo InMrs. Goodell, in charge of the
friends were present.
brother, Guy Nabb, Jr., East gram, and elected by majority School, Harry Long, superintendWednesday, Miss Wood program, presented a very invote, were Mary Magurean, presi- ent.
Market street.
11 A.M. Sermon by Dr. W. I.
• • •
the guest of Mrs. George teresting and unusual program
dent; Laverne Parrent, secretary
Munday.
at the Booklovers Club, at on China. Those taking part
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Boren and Estelle Lester, treasurer. •
2:30 P.M. Third Quarterly Conhome of Mrs. Claude Akin, were Mrs. Homer Mitchell, Mrs.
New and old house rules were
spent last Thursday in Evansdiscussed and will be displayed ference.
re their regular luncheons E. S. Denton, Mrs. Otho Towery,
ville.
Mrs. Trice Yates and Mrs. Elmer
6:30 P.M. Youth Fellowship.
• • •
held.
on a bulletin board, and new
OING AWAY SUIT: Golden
ing last week, Mr. and Hoffius. Mrs. Frank Wylie gave
Mesdames Bedford McChesney, cards were issued to the club Barbara Clinard, leader.
with
jacket
crepe
.ige wool
7:30 P.M. Evening Service.
W. L. Mays were hosts at an interesting resume of Rosa
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The Senior Class
Butler High School
Will Present

A Mystery Comedy In Three Acts
By Barry Colbert

Friday, April 21
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IZIEV444,
It has truly been
SDELBY
!SHOES
fTI
said,"When your
,
vt
feet hurt --- you
hurt all over"
The wise workman selects comfortable shoes.
Friedman-Shelby work shoes not alone
provide comfort, but a real moneysaving, in the extra wear they provide.

CAST OF CHARACTERS

ANA
JOE
VAN JONNSOS
WARD BOND
JAMES GLEASO,,
BARRTP40!
LIONEL
NriS"
HARRY WILLIAM
ESTHER

Duncan McTavish, caretaker of Lafitte's Lodge__Eugene Nall
Martha Jane Lester
Janet McTavish, his wife
Jo Ann Wolcott
Mary McTavish, his crippled daughter
Nell Lester
young
sister____Lillian
Sandra's
Trevor,
Ethelind
Eugene Barrett
Bob Hildreth, Sandra's ex-fiance
Sandra Trevor, new co-owner of White Owl'
Gloria Koltinsky
Island
Anna K. Pruett
Lizzie Scruggs, her housekeeper
Ruth Herron
Dido Davis, her darky cook
Juniper Jenks, her -darky chataffaur,—
Deryk Vorse, her wealth/ suitor
The Demon
AISO

"Eyelet Dreamt"
Slim and trim two-piecer of
*White eyelet embroidered
cotton pique. Cool tailored
perfection ... a suit you'll
wear many summers! Perfect
foil for accessories' Sizes 12
to 18.

In the Auditorium of Butler High School

$1295
"Dollar ,Dot Dimger"
'ay long suit dress... so
ractical... so pretty!
Smooth fitting jacket of Our.
A-Lin Spun Rayon tops a
tide-pleated skirt of dollar
dot Rayon Shantung White
with Navy, Luggage or Red
Dots, Red, Luggage or Navy
with white Dot. In sizes 12
So II.

C. J. Gresham
Phillip Sells
7 1

HIGH SCHOOL ORCHESTRA

GOLDNAMER'S

ADMISSION — 25c & 38c
(Tax Included)
ADVANCED PRICES AT THE DOOR

"FINE 8110ES

it

FITTED BY X-RAY"

Thursday, April 20, 1
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Pigs Need To Get
Nose Into Ground

Sees Prospect Of
100-Million Bushel
Corn Crop In Ky.
C1160)181I LAMP
Veva )m)iore
etiv,•,.*:,

LAUNDRY SET UP IN NEW GUINEA JUNGLE—With a gleaming new washing machine as their
as
chief item of equipment, these American soldiers at army headquarters in New Guinea set up,
are: Techtheir sign proclaims, a "Sno-white Laundry—service supreme." From left to right Technician
nician glaj 0. Peterson, Union Mills. Ind.; Pfc. William Grant, Long Island, N. Y.;
Bernard G. Bourke. Cincinnati, 0.; Pfc. Eugenio Benavides, Roma, Texas: Pfc. Paul Langham,
Altoona, Pa.. and Sgt. Rupert Altizer, Logan, W. Va. (AP Wirephoto from Signal Corps).

Associated Press Features
Washington—The letter was
from an elderly farmer.
"Today," it read,"I received the
Purple Heart decoration awarded
to my son, who was killed in
action. 'Myself and family are
grateful for this distinction to my
dear boy."
But then—and you could picture him there at the kitchen
table in his farm home, a stubby
pencil grasped in his big, laborcrooked fingers — he wrote,
simply, painfully of the end of
living for him.

It is very hard for an old man
to lose his only sop. I am a farmer and have been looking forward for my dear boy to carry
on in his rightful peace here.
Now my farm is for sale and my
career is ended.
"I am a broken-hearted fath-

up letters that inform those
at home as gently as possible the
conditions under which a soldier
met his death. That the office
does a wonderful job is attested
io by the number of grateful replies.
"We try to personalize as much
as possible these letters which
er
Hundreds of letters like this convey such tragic news," says
are received by the U. S. Army Col. George F. Herbert, head of
Casualty Branch. From the Cas- the Casualty Branch. "We do not
ualty office go those telegrams write 'form' letters here. It is
which state tersely: "We regret difficult at best to accept news of
to inform you . . ." And from the death of a dear one. The inthis same office are sent follow,formation is relayed humanly

With a favorable season, W. C.
Johnstone of the State College-of
Agriculture and Home Economics
thinks Kentucky may have a 100
million bushel corn crop this
year. This production may come
about, he believes, through extensive planting of !Ugh-yielding
hybrid seed and the use of large
quantities of fertilizer.
The, largest Kentucky corn
crop in the past 35 years was in
1917, when 3,850,000 acres produced 111,650,000 bushels. Corn
growing then declined, until only
about 2,500,000 acres were planted in 1940. Now, with another
world war, and with large
numbers of stock on farms, the
Kentucky corn acreage again is
moving up.
Three farm developments have
taken place since the first world
war which Mr. Johnstone says
make a 100 million bushel crop
possible this year. One is the
streamlining of machinery, greatly aiding in getting out large
acreages on well-prepared land
in the least possible time.
The second factor is the introduction of hybrid seed. Mr.
Johnstone estimated that 45 percent of the crop this season will
be hybrid corn, which should
bring substantial increases in
yields.
The third factor is improved
soil. For years farmers have been
applying lime and phosphate and
growing lespedeza and other soilbuilding crops. On top of this, a
new and cheaper firm of fertilizer nitrogen is being71eased
for crop production this: season.
This product, ammonium nitrate,
contains twice, as much nitrogen
as nitrate Of soda, and its application should materially increase
corn yield. The largest average
corn yield in Kentucky to date is
30 bushels, in 1940.

Ky.-Tenn. To Renew Football
Feud Next Fall In Series
The annual Kentucky-Tennessee grid battle will be renewed
next fall when the wildcats go to
Knoxville, Seplember 30, to take
the Volunteers, and the Tennessee squad return, to Kentucky
Thanksgiving Day.

DRIES IN 30 MIN.
*
ONE COAT COVERS
DIRT WASHES OFF

SPRED covers most surfaces including wallpaper in
one easy coat. A gallon of SPRED makes 11h gallons
of paint—enough for the average room...
leaves no after odor. Colors stay brilliant
and clean. Try SPRED and you'll be more L•
thcn pleased with the results.

9

See SPRED Demonstrated
At Our Store

SATURDAY,APRIL 22

FREE
18e Bottle of DURKEE'S Famous
DRESSING AND MEAT SAUCE
To every Adult Person Attending This Demonstration
COME EARLY WHILE SUPPLY LASTS!

and gently."
Coupled with the letters from
relatives at home are those brave
ly written notes which assert
that if "he had to go, we are glad
he,gave his life for his country."
A Braddock, Pa., wife of a
soldier killed in action penned:
"When your beautiful letter
reached me words cannot describe how I felt. Yes, I. was
crushed by the death of my dear
husband. But when I learned he
wont the Purple Heart I took his
picture in my hands and said,
"You thought that stripes would
make me love you more, but I
always told you I knew you
were doing your best—and that
is what counted."
A pastor from Rockford, Ill.,
wrote:
"We earnestly thank you for
your kind letters in connection
with the death of our son. We
are deeply touched by the way
you personalize your message in
these tragic days when you must
be under terrific pressure . . . ."
Similar sentiments were expressed by a wife in Oklahoma
city:
"By now the shock of news of
my husband's death has worn
away to where I can think somewhat more clearly. You have been
extremely kind and tactful in
handling a very ticklish situation.
I had no idea anything as cold and
technical as the government could
take time to be personal and sympathetic
Such letters bring tears to the
eyes of those in the Casualty
Branch and even Colonel Herbert,
an Army man of the old school,
sometimes speaks gruffly and
must clear his throat.
"Wonderful letters; real American people," he says. But we get
a few that aren't so nice. Some
criticize us for not giving in more
detail the conditions under which
their boy died. We can't help
that. We do what we can.
"Yes, and a few cold-hearted
individals write us to ask 'How
soon do we get the insurance?'
"Thank God, there are few of
them."

A best-selling laxative
AR OVER THE SOUTH

coos'
it's thrifty
and fits most folks needs

noses inPigs need to get thier
time they are a
the
by
soil
to
Pieter
week .old, says Prof. R. W.
College of Agricin a Kentucky
Economics leafulture and Home
let on hog raising.
turning
If' weather prevents
adpigs out at this early age, he
vocates throwing a piece of dean
day. This
sod into the pens each
prevents anemia, a condition often

called "thumps."
two
By the time the pigs are
weeks old, they should have a
grain mixture in a shallow
trough or feeder placed inside a
pig creep. For this purpose 70
pounds of coarse-ground yellow
corn and 20 pounds of coarseground wheat or wheat middlings is satisfactory. Protein supplement is not needed at this
age; if they get it there is danger
of scouring. Ten percent of tankage or 16 percent of oilmeal
should be added when the pigs
are a month old.
Male pigs should be castrated
when four to sir weeks old,
"I MARRIED A MAN. NOT A FACE"—"I married a man, not a Prof. Pieter recommends. There
face," says Jeanne Spencer (above), wife of Lt. Charles W. is much less shock to the pig
Spender, Flying Fortress bombardier who lost his ears, nose and when the operation is done at
one eye when his plane was hit over Germany. Spencer came
from Peoria, Ill., and is now at Valley Forge hospital near this time.
Phoenixville, Pa. Mrs. Spencer was from Topeka, Kan. (AP
Vaccinate against hog cholera
.
Wirephoto).
10 to 15 days after weaning. Immunity is mare lasting then than
later, the pigs are easier to
handle, there is less danger of
losses, and it is less expensive.
been
have
Green,
Bowling
ra,
of
Ruth
Moore)
(By Gladys
Pigs should be allowed to
Mr. and Mrs.
The Ladies Aid of the Cum- recent guests of
nures the sow eight weeks.
L. Grubbs.
T.
berland Presbyterian Church met
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. QuerterThursday night at the home of mous and little daughter, CaroIt is estimated that Owsley
Mrs. Grant Lowery. Mrs. Lowery lyn Bea, of Detroit, are guests of county farmers will plant twice
year
and Mrs. Cord Henson were Mr. and Mrs. John Quertermous. as much hybrid corn this
Little Charles Louis Harwood, ,as last.
joint hostesses. Several attended
11.11MIMIO116.111.
1.41NONIMMO1111.1.•
son of Mr. and Mrs. Eli Har- 111.1“14.111.1.10.1
and a good meeting was held.
Mrs. Roy Ashby was a week- wood, is ill of measles.
Mr. Gus Traylor left Sunday
end guest of relatives in Princefor Detroit where he will reton.
Miss Dorothy Asher, of Farm- sume his work.
The Junior class of Fredonia
ersville, and Miss Vivian Beck
were the overnight guests of entertained the Senior class with
a banquet here Thursday night.
Gladys Moore Thursday night.
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Baldwin Several members of the faculty
and children, Junior and Barba- also attended.
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Fredonia Valley News

DEPENDABLE
INSURANCE

Ky. Farm News

Civil War Newspaper
Edited Between Battles

Prices offered pickle growers
in Butler county are approximately 25 percent higher than
last year.
Acreage planted to wheat in
Trigg county has been more
than doubled over a year ago.
At homemakers' club meetings
in Hickman county, 225 kitchen
conveniences were made from
scrap lumber.
Locust seed sowed last June in
tobacco plant beds by Ed Cox of
Taylor county, produced seedlings 18 to 36 inches high for
spring planting.
Corn and tobacco acreages in
Madison county will be reduced
by about a fourth this year because of the labor shortage.
In Jackson county, 1,675 families received certificates for producing at least three-fourths of
their food last year.
Using a kerosene brooder, commercial • starter and growing
mash, Mrs. Virginia Bleemel of
Bullitt county, raised 103 chicks
to 10 weeks without loss.
Paul Davis of Cumberland has
started a registered Hereford
herd by buying seven cows and
a bull.
About 500 acres of tomatoes
for green-wrapping and canning,
will be grown in Fulton county
this year.
Dairymen in Carter county report increases in milk production

Grand Junction, Colo.—(JP)----A
copy of Buck and Ball, newspaper
of the 11th Cavalry regiment of
the Kansas Volunteers of the
Union Army, was found by Earl
M. Kelley among the possession
of his grandfather,Thomas Kelley
a Civil War sergeant.
Dated December 6, 1862, an
editor's note explains that the
Battle of Cane Hill, Ark., interrupted the printing and it didn't
came off the press until Dec. 15.
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WHERE TO GET A
LOAN PROMPTLY
when you NEED IT?
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106'. :ihrta
Phone 470
PRINCETON, KY.

Phone 25
Princeton. Ky.

War .
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203 East

Famous Bates and Cannon Bedspreads,
Handsome Cotton Homespun Textures That W
Wrinkle or Show Soil Easily
Pretty posies and diamonds
strewn merrily over rose,
blue or green grounds, design in white. Double bed
size.
Other Styles
$3.98

$598 eac

CORN1CR'S
White Gas__...............
17 V/c
18.6c

Kerosene
Good Bulk Oil 50c per gallon

Batteries Charged .... 49c
We have a new Acetylene welding outfit and
will be glad to do your fender and body welding.
FOR SALE-1932 Oldsmobile Coupe; good
condition.

i.'4tFOOOOSOiaOO

and

PLOYM

.Save the difference on high-grade gasoline and oils at
Cornick Service Station and invest the. difference in War
Savings Stamps and Bonds. You will be doing a patriotic
duty and at the same time save for the future for yourself
and family.

Ethyl Gas

hour min
and a

FINANCE CORP. Of

INVEST THE DIFFERENCE IN WAR STAMPS

Regular Gas

)FMI'

1.1111.11.111011•=11111•1•111.

Looseness and Worry

Cornieles

UNSKI

John E. Young, Agt

FALSE TEETH

Save At

SEMI

rn

Helps You Overcome

No longer be annoyed or feel
ill at ease because of loose,
wabbly false teeth. FASTEETH,
an improved alkaline (non-acid)
powder, sprinkled on your plates
holds them firmer so they feel
more comfortable. Soothing and
cooling to gums made sore by
excessive acid mouth. Avoid embarrassment caused 'by loose
plates. Get FASTEETH today at
any drug store.

BY T

Mrs. Anna May 7,t,
Manager

since soybean meal has been added to their home-grown grains.
In Boone county, tobacco growers have increased their planting of Ky. 41A from one ounce
in 1943 to 140 ounces this year.
Ninety-three members of - the
Women's Land Army in Clark
county will help out in the labor
shortage this year.

R. B. WILLIAMS, Mgr.
'
405 Hopkinsville Street
Princeton, Ky.

-

In Kenton county 2,
club boys and gills are
'
gardens.

Season Well With Shag Rugs
Chubby Little Shag Rugs In Confection Colon'
Add Just The Right Dash of Flavoring
Scatter several of these
twisted tufted cotton rugs
on the floor . . . in
mstching or contrasting colors.
Oval and oblong shapes.
Firm duck back
Spring
colors
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Italian Prisoners Sew
For Uncle Sam
Ogden, Utah—VP)--Torn and
battered Army uniforms from
overseas &MA being reconditioned
by Italian prisoners of war at a
salvage depot on the shore of
Great Salt lake.
The rebuilt uniforms will be
issued as "Class X" garments for
heavy duty practice in tanks or
on the firing line. Some will be
issued also as"Class B" uniforms
for ordinary war.
A group of 320 Italians, many
captured in North Africa, now
man the salvage shop at a wage
of 80 cents a day. In full operation, project will employ nearly
1,000 prsoners with an expected
daily output of 7,500 garments.

Homemade Cheese
Aids Food Program

That Kentucky farm women
are making use of the milk and
cream produced on their farms
In their live-at-home programs,
is seen In reports reaching the
State College of Agriculture and
Home Economics at Lexington.
Homemakers in 18 counties last
year made 107,912 pounds of
butter and 2,871 pounds of cheese.
In 17 counties, skimmilk surpluses were used to make 29,030
pounds of cottage cheese. According to Foods Specialist Florence
Imlay, there is almost as much
protein in a serving of this type
of cheese as in a serving of lean
meat.
Captors Get Birdie
Equipment for making cottage
cheese is to be found in the averFrom Photographer
age _kitchen. A large kettle and
With Second Army On Manspoon, dishpan, a knife with a
euvers, Tenn.-0P)—Pfc. J. Malan
long blade and a cheese cloth bag
Ileslop, Signal Corps photograare the only necessities, said Miss
pher captured by the. enemy
Imlay, along with a dairy therBlues, made good his escape by
mometer. Since a good product
appealing to their vanity.
is dependent upon the right
log
over
a
a
on
He posed them
temperature, the use of a therstream for a picture, set off a
mometer is recommended in the
flash bulb in their faces and vanmaking of cheese as well as
ished into the woods before his
butter.
blinded subjects could scramble
A leaflet, "Making Cheese at
back to land.
Home," may be had from county
agricultural or home agents, or
and accomplishments."
The President's recommendat- from the college.
ion pointed out contributions
made by John Bowan,"who in- Walnut Growing To
NSTRUCTION itiated
and inspired a few leaders
Form Bank Account
with a vision of
in
education
S
WORKER
W. B. Whitaker of Letcher
university not equaled in his day;"
county and his three sons are
Williams, Robert
John
Augustus
WANTED
cooperating in starting a bank
Peter, Desha Pickett, James K.
account in the form of walnut
said,
and
others,
and
Patterson
timber. The .oldest son, who is
BY TVA FOR
"how well they did there is atin the Army, is buying the seedtested by the growth of the UniKENTUCKY DAM
lings. Then the two small boys at
versity built on the foundation
home will help set them and
of these
efforts
heroic
laid
the
AND
plant nuts to make an acre or
men."
more of timber for each son.
SEMISKILLED
According to Farm Agent Hugh
Hurst, there is considerable interJOBS OPEN
est among the farmers in the
county in similar enterprises.
hour minimum workweek
me and a half over 40 hours
Galileo invented the fever ther‘orn and board at low cost
mometer.
TO BRING A
sportation paid

If You

Suffer Distress Fr

vs°FEMALE
WEAKNESS
' With Its Cranky,
Nervous Feelings

YANK ACE DESCRIBES, HIS KILLS—Capt. Don S. Gentile
(right) of Piqua, Ohio, 23-vear-old Mustang• pilot, describes his
"kills" of German planes to his wingman, Lt. John Godfrey.
Woonsocket. R. I., at an airfield in Britain. The 21 crosses indicate his "kills" at time picture was made. He has run 'his bag to
30, first American ace of this war formally recognized as having
broken Capt. Eddie Rickenbacker's world war rdeord. (AP Wirephoto).

If at such times you
suffer fl'om cramps.
backache. nervous,
tired feelings. are a
bit blue—due to fun,
Lionel monthly disturbances—
Start at once—try Lydia E. lankhorn's Vegetable Compound to relieve
such symptoms.It's famous not only
to help relieve monthly pain but
also accompanying tired, nervous
feelings of this nature. This la because Of Its soothing effect on ONX
Or WOMAN'S MOST IMPORTANT ORGANS.
Taken regularly—Pinkharn's Compound helps build up resistance
against such symptoms. Follow
label directional

LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S vollgoul%

the
Work
and Waste
and Firing
•

HERE'S ONE

GEHL

UNITED STATES
IPLOYMENT SERVICE
War Manpower
Commission
Hopkinsville, Kentucky
.?03 East Ninth Street

with your garments left
for cleaning.
In this Manner, you will get
a WIRE HANGER back with
your garments, and protect
your cleaning from wrinkling.

Persons in other war
work should not apply.

DRY

-

night. Quiet, smooth, odorless operation on low-grade fuel at •big saving.
•There's extra economy in the sturdy
construction of the Gehl—the stoker with

Service Insurance
Agency

heavy cast chassis that resists rust from
basement moisture and fuel acids.
Minneapolis-Honeywell controls.
Bin or hopper-fed models for any sire Or
type of heating plant. Corns fn and NM them.
Inspection and estonate free. Easy tfrn•
paym•ne plan.

INSURANCE OF ALL

Sam Koltinsky

Phone 197

TWO MEN SLAIN ON CROWDED STREET CAR—The bodies of
two men (above), detcribed by Detective John Meyer as robbers,
lie sprawled in the aisle of a Chicago Western avenue street car
where they were shot and killed by Meyer during the evening
rush hours April 11. Accompanied by Detective James Woulfe,
Myers said he pursued the men from an abandoned auto and shot
them on the street car when they refused to surrender. One of
the gunmen shot Wotslfe in the leg, but none of the 40 passengers
was hurt. Police identified the dead as Edward Zimman, 21,
Chicago, and Glenn Sperry, Seattle, Wash. (AP Wirephoto).
for each dozen rings. Finally,
rinse well before using. Wartime
rings should not be given the
That snrne jar rings used in stretch test, for they will not
canning last year 'gave foods an
spring back as did those of crude
unpleasant rubber taste, has been
rubber. If they are placed while
reported by homemakers to the
hot and wet, on jars, they can
Kentucky College of Agr'culture
be made to fit more easily.
help
To
Economics.
and Home
wartime,
of
remove the odor
synthetic rubber ringa before Old Car Still Perks
Spearfish, S. D. ('P)—Ernest
they are used, canning specialists recommend that they be Mathiesen obtain an auto license
scrubbed with a brush and hot for his 1908 Model T Ford and
soapy water, followed by 10 sad he intends to operate it as a
minutes of boiling in soda water. pickup truck for its 37th year.
A tablespoon of baking soda to
Subscribe to The Leader
a quart of water should be usea

Synthetic Jar Rings
May Need Scrubbing

A
f
•
.ti
Jot
•
to satisfy this bill.

B. N. Lusby Co.
Phone 88

into service.
you haven't been able to get a telephone, we're sorry.
you can be sure that we are eager to fill your order as
as we can.

SOLITHERA BELL TELEPHOAE

Princeton, Ky.

ono TELEGRAPH COMPAllg

INCORPORATED

This Newspaper
you are reading
is your

Home Newspaper
...Always read it

gp, PEPSI

1943 will be
Only a short time left before all unpaid taxes for
now and
Pay
expense.
additional
advertised and sold. This means
save money.
21 and 70
The law requires all male persons between the ages of
execution
to
subject
is
to pay a poll tax. Your property or salary

back
If
And
soon

The Government Encourages
Instalations of commercial
and industrial Stokers.
Ask us for details.

KINDS

Glenn E. Farmer
ESE ARE WAR JOBS

grow in volume and urgency.
Normally, we have reserve telephone facilities. But since
the National Defense program started in 1940, the number
of 5, othern Bell telephones in service has increased by more
than half a million. The reserves are about used up.
There's a waiting list now—and we're doing everything
possible to keep that list from getting longer.
For example, telephone instruments and other equipment
that can be reused are being repaired and renovated and put

Automatically tends the fire day and

W. C. Sparks

Thursday, April 27

REASON

IT'S THE NEW 45,000-ton U. S. S. Missouri, most powerful
fighting ship afloat. It will carry about 1200 telephones, 350
miles of telephone wire, and a ship-wide battle announcing
system.
Remember that Uncle Sam launched 568 warships last
year and as new war fronts are opened and present ones extended, the Army and Navy's telephone equipment needs

Please
Remember

ORP. Of KY

BIG

WHY TELEPHONES ARE SCARCE

UNSKILLED

WIRE
HANGER

skimmilk of good quality, cottage
cheese is not only a desirable
food alone, says this leaflet, but
combinations
delicious
forms
with other foods.

cannot all be used
or cooking, and at
of it can well be
A new leaflet of the Kenatelty form of cottage ch
When property
College of Agriculture and Home
Economics describing the making
of cottage cheese at home bas
high praise for this food. Chease
can be made in the farm home
from surplus skimmilk that
might otherwise not be used, it
is brought out in this leaflet.
Especially where there are
family cows, it is pointed out
that skimmilk is often available
in such large amounts that it

Cottage Cheese
Making Outlined

Y.,

Passel-Cola Contpang, Long Island Mg, N.
Franchised Bottler: Pepsi Cola Ilopkinsville Bottling Company
INIMP_RVIREJIMIERFARMWMPIPBRIVIE11FIRMINPIRTRIMPIRIM

FIRST
.•.You should also read
Kentucky's in
daily newspapers,

Wanted

your
I am compelled to collect the taxes, and please call and pay
taxes to avoid advertisement.
ugs
CAW
wiring

59 lo

Mitchell Gift

Your dead stock is needed for grease to
make explosives.
We render grease to help defeat the Axis.
We remove promptly and free of charge.
Do your part by calling.

Kentucky Rendering Works
PRINCETON, KY.
Phone 423 or 240-R Collect
COLLECTORS OF WASTE GREASE

THE LOUISVILLE TIMES
.•.A newspaper institution serving
the people of this area
faithfully since 1826.

•

Thursday, April 20

The Princeton Leader, Princeton, Kentucky
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Condensed Statement of The

OPA Regulates Gas
For Victory Gardeners

30 Months In Marines,
Gets 30-Day Furlough

t

aomee"

If

FARMERS NATIONAL BANK

In order to be granted special
gasoline rations to travel to and
from Victory Gardens, the gardener must be regularly cultivating at least 1,500 square feet in
vegetable production, make a
ride-sharing arrangement or show
no alternative means of transportation is available. No more
than 300 miles of driving may be
provided by this special ration,
OPA announced this week.

Marine Reg Lowery
Sgt. Reginald Lowery, U. S
Marine Corps, whose home base
is in the Hawaiian Islands, is on
a 30-day furlough, visiting his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Logan
Lowery, West Main street. This
is Sgt. Lowery's first visit home
since joining the Marine Corps
two years ago.
• • •
Charles W. Gates, son of Mrs.
Carrie Gates, Star Route 5,
Princeton; has been promoted to
staff sergeant, it has been announced from Headquarters,
European Theater of Operations.
• • •
Aviation Cadet George H.
Greer, 19, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Herndon L. Greer, 305 S. Jefferson street, has completed basic
pilot training in the Army Air
Forces at Chico, Calif., Army
Air Field. Cadet Greer has been
transferred to bouglas, Ariz.,
Army Air Field for advanced
pilot training. Upon completion
of advanced training, he will receive his wings.
• • •

versity of South Carolina, and
has entered the next phase of his
training at the CAA-WTS School
at A. P. I., Auburn, Ala. At
Auburn, A-C Jacob will make his
first soloflight and be one step
nearer to the day when he will
wear his wings of gold as an
ensign in the U. S. Navy Reserve,
or a second lieutenant in the
Marine Corps Reserve. A-C Jacob
graduated from Butler High
School before starting his training as a pilot.
• • •
Pvt. Henry A. Dunning, husband of Mrs. Margaret Dunning,
Akers Avenue, has been transferred from Ft. Benjamin Harrison, Ind., to Camp Bowie, Texas,
for basic training.
• •.
Word has been received by
his mother, Mrs. Hazel Dobbins,
that her son, Emory Dobbins,
stationed in England, has been
promoted to rank of Corporal.
• • •

For "exceptionally meritorious
conduct," First Sgt. Charles R.
Cummins, son of Mr. and Mrs:
C. E. Cummins, Dawson Springs,
was awarded the Legion of
Merit in the Middle East. Entering the service in April, 1942,
Sergeant Cummins heads the
Military Police detachment at
his station. Dawson Springs High
and Western State Teachers College graduate, he was an athletic
coach before entering the service.
He has been overseas eleven
months. Sgt. Cummins, a grandson of the late W. W. Cummins,
a veteran of the Civil War, is
also a great-great grandson of
Lt. W. P. Alexander, who lost
Aviation Cadet Hugh Lynn his life in the Civil War.
• S •
Jacob, son of Mrs. Ruth Jacobs,
Robert M. Catlett, U.S.N., re104 Shepardson street, has been
graduated from the Navy Flight turned to Great Lakes, Ill. TuesPreparatory School at the Uni- day, after being called home or.

COMMUN

1944
At the Close of Business April 13,
LIABILITIES

RESOURCES
255,720.67
740,950.00
108,960.80
17,980.00

Loans and Discounts
U. S. Government Bonds____
State and Municipal Bonds__
Industrial Bonds
Stock in Federal Reserve
Bank
Cash and Due from Banks___
Banking House and
Furniture and Fixtures___
Other Assets

"He acted like a perfect gentleman and his only request was
that I write a letter telling his
wife where he would be," said
pretty Mrs. Mitchell Chit, sheriff
of Caldwell county since her husband w.mt off to .war, in describing her arrest early Sunday morning of Barney Storms,
sought the last 2 years by State
patrolmen, FBI agents, and the
sheriff of Christian county. She
will collect $200 in rewards.
Mrs. Clift took Storms into
custody in a field at his farm,
on the Hopkinsville road. She
account of the death of his father, Sam 0. Catlett.
• • •

LOST: Crescent-shaped pin, opal
and pearls. Believed lost between South Jefferson and
"perused no pistol or other
Washington Streets Tuesday
suader," she said, as the man
night. Finder, please phone
was not armed and offered no
ltp
201. Reward.
resistance. State Highway Patrolmen Delmar Shortt and John ANYONE KNOWING NAMES
Yandell and Deputy Sheriff Bedand addresses of blind persons
ford McChesney were with her
in Caldwell or adjoining counhiding nearby.
ties, who can read Braille,
Storms was given a federal
please notify Mrs. F. K. Wylie.
court sentence of one year at
ltp
North Jefferson St.
Paducah Monday on a liquor law
violation charge. He was also FOR SALE: Singer Sewing Masaid to have been wanted for
chine, 1941 model. Also 1934
alleged theft of chickens in
Chevrolet Master. Virgil HarpCerulean,
Christian county, near
ltp
er, Farmersville.
and for moonshining in Caldwell county.
WANTED: Paper Hanging and
Painting. Bob McGregor.
ltp
Phone 728-W.

Many Friends Pay

(Continued from Page One)
parole agent for the Kentucky
Department of Welfare. He was
a member of the Methodist
Church and the Elks lodge.
Funeral services were conductThe Andes mountain chain is ed by the Rev. E. S. Denton, assisted by the Rev. H. G. M. Hatmore than 4,000 miles long.
ter, pastor of the First Baptist
Church. Burial was in the family
of
The current production
lot in Cedar Hill Cemetery.
alarm clocks is 3,300,000 a year.
Active pallbearers were Lonnie Cartwright, Kelly Martin,
Herndon Greer, Billie Gresham,
Hugh Goodwin, L. H. Lowery,
Hugh Goodwin, L. H. Lowery;
honorary, John E. Eison, J. W.
Tatum, Clifton Hollowell, Fred
Pasteur, Roy Stevens, and W. L.
Granstaff.

Sgt. Paul Morgan, Maxton
on
Field, North Carolina, is
furlough, visiting friends and
relatives here.

Thursday at12 Noon
During May, June, July, August
May /1 through August 31

Princeton Retail Merchants Association

CLEAN-UP, PAINT-UP TIME
April 24-May 15

Mrs. Quinn Takes
Oath Of Office
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Park Announces
For Senate Race

For Sale!

time is a mighty good time to check over your insurance to be
5 ROOM DWELLING
Close to East Side School. Concrete Street.
Garage, Gas and Water.
Very Desirable ond Priced Right

policies. . . It's part of our complete service.

Service Insurance Agency
Phone440 4

John Ed. Young, Agt.
Phone 25

roma

e Superior;
C

Deposits
30,500.00
6,861.00

Iffniol,,Present

Other Liabilities

TOTAL
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'on with you

Kent

Fredonia Minister Is
Moderator Of Presbytery

vine, K. V. B

Mechanics and Sheet metal men.

Texas Grapefruit Juice
Tomato Soup

Made from sun ripened Texas Grapefruit ni
most delicious, unsweetened, No. 2 can i4

Scott County, a splendid quality
extra low price,

Pathfinder

No. 2 can 10(

Curtis

CAKES

lb. 23
(

btl l?(

BARBECUE SAUCE

Cocoa Wonder

Excellent for eating or planting

CAKES

Dried Black Eyed Peas

lb. 20
(

(
10

lb.

(no points required)

Scott County

No. 2 can 10(

CUT BEETS

Ritter — extra large 28 oz. can
Pork & Beans with Tomato Sauce
Chocolate Flavored

BORDEN'S HEMO

13
1 lb. jar 59f

Delicious for lunches, etc.
Armour's TREET
12 oz. can

35c

Salad style, horseradish or dusseidort
Holsum MUSTARD 8 oz. jar
Bulk
PINTO BEANS

5(
g.1 2_11(
3 kbs
1 2 lb.pi
/

Sun Maid Seedless

RAISINS

15 oz. pkg. 1

Fresh Fruits and Vegetables
New

POTATOES

4 lbs.

29(

Fresh

Hot House Delicious

RHUBARB

lb. 25(

I dos. also

GREEN BEANS

(
lb. 15

HEAD LETTUCE

head 81(
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always be kept in step. We'll be glad to assist in checking your

Reserves

531,763.62
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sure that it is adequate. Values change and your insurance should

Undivided Profits

Wood Drug St

There are about 4,000,000 stamp FOR RENT: 2 or 3-room apartcollectors in the U. S.
ment furnished; private bath
and entrance. One room with
well - furnished.
The earliest library in China
kitchenette;
was probably kept by Lao-tse, a
Minor Carey Higgins, West
Main St.
philospher, about 700 B. C.

But — you can protect yourself against loss by fire. Clean-up

Surplus

Rev. C. W. Dilworth, pastor
of the Fredonia and Kuttawa
churches, was elected moderator
Lexingon Lawyer Will of the Princeton Presbytery,
Presbyterian Church, U.S.A., at
Oppose Barkley; Is
its session here. Baker Thompson
Widely Known
and R. D. Whittington were elect(By Associated Press)
ed commissioners to the PresLexington—James Park, Fay- byterian General Assembly in
May.
ette county commonwealth's at- Chicago in
The next Presbytery session PHENOTHIAZINE
torney, Saturday announced he
at the Bethel
planned to seek the Republican will be held
Dawson Springs,
1 pound $1.50
nomination as United States Church, near
in September.
senator.
from
delegates
Ministers and
5 pounds $1.35 per
Park has served as commonKentucky counties
wealth's attorney here the last six western
including
17 years. He previously was attended the sessions,
pastor of the One pound treats 32 la
county attorney here and is the Rev. John Fox,
Church,
18 to 20 adult sheep
Republican Central Presbyterian
in
widely-known
WANTED: Small house or three circles in Kentucky. He is a Princeton.
or four room apartment. Mark native of Madison county.
ltc
Globe Vetinary T
Cunningham, Phone 81.
Park, 51, was admitted to the Clothing For Russia
Fayette county bar in 1920. He To Be Sent This Week
SALESMAN WANTED: Available
More than two tons of clothing,
Powder, 1 lb. 35c
is a graduate of the University
Rawleigh
at once nearby
of Kentucky and for several collected here by school childRoute. Good opportunity. Trade
Nema Worm COpSe
years played professional base- ren for needy Russians in a
well established. Route exball, spending a time with the campaign which officially ended
VACCINES AND SDI
perience helpful but not necesApril 6, is still being held at
St. Louis Browns.
sary to start. Write at once.
VETINARY SYRNGES
He was assistant football coach Butler, Eastside and Dotson
NEEDLES
Rawleigh's, Dept. KYD-215and head basketball and base- school buildings pending shipltp
102, Freeport, Ill.
ball coach at the university for ping instructions, C. A. Horn,
city superintendent, said TuesWANTED: Lawn mower, in good two years.
day. Mr. Horn said he believed
Corps
Air
the
in
served
He
washnon-electric
condition;
ing machine. Mrs. Lee Crisp. during the First World War. En- the clothing will be sent to a
ltp tering the University of Ken- district center this week.
Princeton, Star Route 5.
Phone till
tucky law school after the war,
WANTED: Man and wife for he doubled as athletic director Paducah Man and Wife
• ,
farm work. Board, room and at Transylvania college for two Die On Same Day
ri IL_ 0 Erit
B.
Claude
each.
salary for
(By Associated Press)
and one-half years.
.
.1.,111
•Irk
1
ti
Wood. RFD 3, Princeton.
Paducah, April 11—John James
He is a member of the uni%AO/4170k,,
41
V.1k..
and his wife, Mrs.
WANTED Noiseless portable type versity board of trustees and has Vance, 81,
Ann Vance, 80, both died
writer. Will pay cash. Write been active in civic organizations Sarah
at the home of their son, I. D.
3t here.
P. 0. 154, Outwood, Ky.
olIT welts .Lilt
Vance here today after long
WANTED
Everybody Reads The Leader illnesses.

At Monday night's session of
the City Council, Councilmen Are you interested in increasing
condiBlackburn, Hammonds, Lacey, your salary and working
to work in a
Morgan, Quinn, Mayor Cash at- tions? Do you want
tending, Police Judge R. G. Mc- well lighted place, cool in sumClelland administered the oath mer and warm in winter.
Contact
of office to Mrs. Margaret Quinn
KENTUCKY MOTOR CO.
as the successor to her husband,
Hopkinsville, Ky.
who is to leave Monday to be Phone 234
inducted into the U. S. Navy, VISIT the Modern Barber and
and thus Mrs. Quinn became a
Beauty Shop for efficient and
full-fledged member with the
courteous service. Shower
distinction of being the first wobaths. Luther Carner and
man in the history of Princeton
Luther Glass, barbers; Marion
to serve on the legislative body
Stallins Young and Jane Adams
of the city.
Miller, beauticians; and Hugh
At the suggestion of Miss
36tf
Blackburn, Prop.
Dorothy Davis, a clean-up cam
paign was indorsed and will ex- BUY GOOD CHICKS: Give them
a good start with Sunflower
tend from Monday, April 24, to
19 percent Life Cycle ManaMonday, May 15. Mayor Cash
mar Mash. A single feed for
issued a proclamation urging a
starting, growing and laying.
general observance of the camSold by Watson Feed Co. 35tf
paign..
A proposal of Shelly Patton to
BABY CHICKS, 21 breeds, bloodpurchase the city's lot on South
tested, $5.95 and up. Prompt
Seminary, formerly the State
shipments Mondays or Thursdays. White for prices. Hoosier.
Highway garage lot, was re718 West Jefferson. Louisville.
ferred to a special committee.
An ordinance was adopted FREE! If Excess acid causes you
pains of Stomach Ulcers, Indichanging the name of Brown
gestion, Heartburn, Belching,
street to McGoodwin avenue.
Bloating, Nausea, Gas Pains,
The ordinance appears elsewhere
get free sample, Udga, at Dawin this issue of The Leader.
10(36)[,
son Drug Store.
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"ON THE NATIONAL BANK HONOR ROLL"

CLASSIFIED ADS

Woman Sheriff Will Get $200
For Making Sunday Arrest

3,000.00

Capital Stock

$1,695,736.09

TOTAL

homes cie,troved
THE TORNADO PASSED HERE—In this mass of debris are the ruins of eight
and scores
by the tornado that struck Royston, Ga. At least 11 persons were killed in Royston,
ruins at
were injured. Miss LuElla Phillips and her brother. Norman, were buried in the
right, and seriously injured. Convicts help clear ?way wreckage (AP Wirephoto).

Will Close Each

S. Harrison Street

ST

of Princeton, Kentucky

Princeton Stores

You're Never Immune
From Fire - - - -

AnDap FIBS

Ung

lb. 10(

FRESH TOMATOES

lb 21(

Fresh Fruit, Fresh Vegetables, Fresh Meat. More for your Money all the time.

RED VIRONT
CASH ilk CARRY STORES
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